1. The advantages of a thin view

Jørgen Møller

The concept of the rule of law is notoriously difficult to pin down. As with democracy, it is an essentially contested concept. This means that no general consensus about how to define it is likely to be established and that any attempt to define it must consider a series of different attributes. It is against this background that several recent works have attempted to capture the variation in rule of law definitions via the use of typologies. These typologies serve to order different attributes, which have been associated with the rule of law in prior scholarship. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 below, Møller and Skaaning identify no less than five attributes of the overarching concept of the rule of law.

*Formal legality* entails that laws are general, prospective, clear, certain, and consistently applied. *Checks and balances* can be understood in terms of what Guillermo O’Donnell terms ‘horizontal accountability’, i.e., an institutional system that sets power against
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**Figure 1.1 Attributes of the rule of law**
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3 Møller and Skaaning, ibid.
4 This chapter draws on a number of points formulated by Møller and Skaaning, ibid.
6 Note that this overview does not contain the attribute that might be termed ‘order’, reflecting whether the citizens actually obey the rules. As I argue elsewhere (Møller and Skaaning, 2014), this reflects an outcome- or result-oriented dimension, which differs from both the procedural and substantive attributes identified in Figure 1.1.
power within the state, such as in the form of independence of the judiciary and penalties for political or administrative misconduct. Sovereignty of the people – or ‘consent’ as it is often simply termed – means that the laws are formulated via the democratic channel. Negative rights are the classical liberal rights such as freedom of expression and freedom of association, whereas positive rights are social or welfare rights.7

This mapping drives home a simple but important point. As with other essentially contested concepts, the rule of law is multidimensional and complex. Moreover, as Bedner (in Chapter 2) points out, there is likely to exist an inherent tension between some of the attributes that scholars identify as defining the rule of law.8 In fact, the notion that laws are to be a product of democratic ‘consent’ potentially conflicts with all other attributes. If the people are truly sovereign, making decisions via the democratic channel, the people can tamper with everything from formal legality over checks and balances to freedom rights (whether negative or positive). This is a core insight of Joseph A. Schumpeter’s9 renowned ‘realist’ theory of democracy, which I shall return to below. Numerous other potential trade-offs can be identified as well, for instance, Friedrich Hayek has forcefully argued that rights that seek to create social equality (‘positive rights’ in Figure 1.1) are difficult to reconcile with formal legality because they give discretionary power to the state institutions.

What are we, as researchers, to do in this situation? My point of departure in this chapter is two-fold: on the one hand, we must recognise the essentially contested nature of the rule of law; on the other hand, we still want to retain the possibility to do empirical research on rule of law developments, their causes, and their consequences. This presents us with a challenge, which is well reflected in the state of recent research on the rule of law. Empirical analysis of this subject has flourished in recent decades, but because of conceptual disagreements – and confusion – scholars have reached strikingly different conclusions regarding inter alia the causes of the rule of law.10

What follows is an attempt to suggest a way out of this mess. One possibility, further appraised in Bedner’s chapter, is to embrace complexity. In conceptual terms, this means acknowledging the multidimensional (or ‘thick’) nature of the rule of law, which can then be made an explicit part of the theorising of its causes and consequences.11 A thick definition of the rule of law is one which includes substantive aspects of the rule of law, e.g., democratic consent or the social outcomes stipulated by ‘positive rights’ in Figure 1.1.

Empirically, a ‘thick’ approach to the rule of law entails finding ways of aggregating across different attributes. This approach has several strengths: it allows us to appreciate that the rule of law is multidimensional to most of those who refer to it and it enables us to work with ‘thicker’ theories.

However, there is another possibility; namely, to tease out specific properties contained in the overarching concept of the rule of law, conceptually as well as empirically. This can be done either by arguing that one particular attribute makes up the core of the rule of law (and is in this respect more important than others) or by interchangeably isolating and investigating different attributes. The former solution means opting for a ‘thin’ definition which focuses on the formal aspects of the laws, for instance, their character. As this chapter will show, this ‘thin’ approach has a number of merits with respect to theorising, measurement, and causal analysis. In fact, I shall argue that it represents a way of solving some of the disagreements that the essentially contested nature of the rule of law has given rise to.

THICK VERSUS THIN CONCEPTS: SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It might seem overkill to devote two entire chapters to discuss the merits of thin versus thick definitions of the rule of law. Are we losing ourselves in the kind of academic exercises that so repulse laymen? Is this a contemporary equivalent of medieval scholasticism, famously dismissed with the notion that scholars debated how many angels could dance on the head of a pin?

The answer to these objections are a resounding ‘no’. The question about definitions has priority because it determines everything that comes after it (again see Bedner). This is particularly important for empirical research; the prism through which I look at the definition of the rule of law in this chapter. In short, every conclusion about rule of law developments or the causes or consequences of the rule of law hinges on the definition of the concept.

Let us touch upon both these points, the first descriptive then the second explanatory, in turn. As Sartori once put it, ‘concept formation stands prior to quantification’. Before we can measure how, say, a country fares on the rule of law, we need to define the concept. Furthermore, depending on the definition, we are likely to reach strikingly
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13 See Møller and Skaaning, 2014, Chapter 1.

15 There is no direct evidence that medieval scholasticism ever debated this particular question, but questions of the same ilk were treated as part of dialectical reasoning.
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different conclusions. This is exemplified by the Muslim-majority countries in the Middle East and Northern Africa (MENA). These countries score relatively high on some rule of law measures and relatively low on others. Upon inspection, it turns out that measures that privilege what might be termed ‘political constitutionalism’ award quite low scores to MENA-countries whereas measures that instead privilege ‘order’ tend to grant relatively high scores to these countries.\(^\text{18}\) The eye of the beholder simply determines what we see and what, in turn, is valued.

It follows that explanatory findings or inferences about the causes and/or consequences of the rule of law are fragile and susceptible to even subtle changes in the conceptualisation. It has been convincingly demonstrated that existing rule of law indices are not interchangeable in large-N statistical analysis.\(^\text{19}\) Depending on which index we use, we are likely to reach different conclusions about what occasions a positive rule of law development or what the consequences of the rule of law are for e.g. economic growth and human development.

Finally, it is worth noting that the very possibility of analysing whether certain factors are causes or consequences of the rule of law are affected by the definition. If the rule of law is conflated with e.g., democracy – by including ‘consent’/‘sovereignty of the people’ in rule of law definitions or the rule of law in democracy-definitions – then we cannot empirically probe whether there are causal relationships between the two phenomena.\(^\text{20}\) In fact, in this case, these are not distinct phenomena, so it makes no sense to argue that one affects the other. As Bedner (Chapter 2) puts it, ‘[a]n analytical concept needs to be sufficiently circumscribed to denote a phenomenon that can be distinguished from other phenomena, even if the latter bear a close relation to it’.

The question of definition is thus significant and not something to be dismissed as an exercise in scholasticism. Conceptual choices have priority in empirical research, and we therefore need to face the essentially contested nature of the concept of the rule of law head-on. We can start by noting that scholars working on conceptualisation disagree vehemently about the general merits of thick versus thin concepts. Coppedge\(^\text{21}\) has forcefully defended the use of ‘thick’ concepts. His basic point is that such concepts are a precondition for the kind of ‘thick’ theorising that any mature science needs to engage in. Furthermore, Coppedge argues that ‘thickening thin concepts’ – and hence theories – is always a possibility, for instance by systematically aggregating across various sub-components based on analysis of e.g. dimensionality. Finally, if a concept can be measured as a latent variable, measurement error will decrease as more indicators are added to the analysis.

Mazucca, on the other hand, has defended the other option;\(^\text{22}\) namely, to go for ‘thin’ concepts, a strategy he refers to as ‘conceptual atomism’.\(^\text{23}\) Mazucca argues that this is
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necessary in order to, first, analyse whether different aspects of an overarching concept are affected in different ways by certain explanatory factors, and then second, whether different aspects of an overarching concept affect each other in causal terms. Mazucca exemplifies this with the concepts of the state, which he defines as pertaining to the exercise of power, and the concept of the regime, which he defines as relating to access to power. These are conceptually distinct phenomena, but they have often been lumped together in e.g., thick democracy definitions. In this case, it becomes impossible to analyse whether explanatory factors such as generalised geopolitical pressure facilitate state-building but not democratisation and whether, say, democratisation has positive or negative knock-on effects on state-building.

Elsewhere, Mazucca24 has demonstrated that many seemingly competing findings about the causes of democracy come down to differences in the democracy definition.25 For instance, whether the working class or the middle class emerges as the most important driver of democratisation depends on whether equal and universal suffrage is included as a defining attribute or not.26 Other work has shown that thin concepts decrease the risk of making false historical analogies in comparative historical analysis;27 the point here is that the danger of rendering unequal things equal (and hence erroneously controlling for them in historical comparisons) increases as we thicken the concepts.

Thus, we can return again to the underlying notion that the rule of law is an essentially contested concept. While we will probably never agree on a final definition of such a concept (the concept is open, as Gallie indicated) we might well agree on the thinnest core of the concept. That is, even if people disagree about the outer boundaries or about how far to go conceptually, they might agree about the genesis or starting point. This approach has helped scholars working on democracy strike at a minimum definition that is amenable to measurement. To get a better grasp of the merits of the ‘thin’ approach, we can turn to this literature for guidance.

THEORISING AND MEASURING DEMOCRACY: THE SCHUMPETERIAN SOLUTION

Scholars working on democracy and democratisation face the same conundrum as scholars working with the rule of law: how to deal with an essentially contested concept in empirical research?28 However, whereas empirical research on the rule of law has only flourished in recent decades, similar research on the causes and consequences of democracy has a much more
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26 Ibid.
28 In fact, ‘democracy’ serves as the essentially contested concept *par excellence* for Gallie, 1956. See also Collier et al., 2006.
impressive pedigree. One reason for this is probably that the conceptual question of how to define democracy in a way that is amenable to theorising and measurement was confronted a long time ago. In that sense, empirical work on democracy and democratisation is more mature than similar work on the rule of law.

The key intervention here was Schumpeter’s *Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy*. In this book, Schumpeter rejects what he terms the ‘classical doctrine’ of democracy, which he construes as an arrangement that realises ‘the common good’ for the people. This classical notion is therefore very thick, but according to Schumpeter, it is also hopelessly vague and unrealistic. In its stead, he introduces a very thin definition of democracy: ‘the democratic method is that institutional arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individuals acquire the power to decide by means of a competitive struggle for the people’s vote’.

In a nutshell, Schumpeter argues that democracy simply ‘means that the reins of government should be handed to those who command more support than do any of the competing individuals or teams’. It follows from this that liberal rights, such as the freedoms of expression and association, are not defining attributes of democracy, and neither is equal and universal suffrage. On the contrary, Schumpeter argues that the *demos* delimit itself, e.g., by disenfranchising women or lower classes, and that democracy does not guarantee liberal rights.

We need not go into the debate about whether Schumpeter misrepresents the classical notion to point out that, in the guise he presents it, the classical concept serves as an almost pure specimen of a ‘thick’, substantive definition. One of Schumpeter’s objections is that democracy, in this sense, is not amenable to measurement. In his work on so-called ‘polyarchy’, Robert A. Dahl famously criticised the details of the Schumpeterian definition but accepted the notion of actually-existing democracy being what Schumpeter terms a *modus procedendi*; an institutional framework for gaining executive power via elections. What Dahl did was, first, to add to the Schumpeterian conception the aforementioned liberal rights as a set of surrounding liberties necessary for genuine democratic competition and, second, to argue that equal and universal suffrage is necessary to appreciate the normative ideal of the sovereignty of the people.

Many scholars see Schumpeter’s and Dahl’s definitions as being too minimalist. However, even these critics tend to agree that the attributes highlighted by Schumpeter
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29 See Møller and Skaaning, 2013.
30 Schumpeter, 1974 (1942).
31 Ibid., 250.
32 Ibid., 269.
33 Ibid., 272–3.
34 Ibid., 243–5.
35 Ibid., 243, fn. 9. Schumpeter uses an example from the New Testament to make this point: ‘In particular it is not true that democracy will always safeguard freedom of conscience better than autocracy. Witness the most famous of all trials. Pilate was from the standpoint of the Jews, certainly the representative of autocracy. Yet he tried to protect freedom. And he yielded to a democracy.’
and Dahl form the core of the concept. In fact, it is largely meaningless to define democracy in a way that does not include the electoral attribute. One way of thinking about this is by saying that contested elections make up the \textit{condiciones sine quibus non} of democracy, that is, a set of defining properties necessary for the concept to make sense. To anticipate a point made below, this is analogous to the role of ‘formal legality’ in the rule of law.

Schumpeter’s and Dahl’s conceptual contributions have provided a foundation for later empirical research on democratisation and democratic stability. For instance, in his hugely influential work on these subjects, Adam Przeworski enlists a Schumpeterian definition to make democracy amenable to measurement. Przeworski sees democracy as institutionalised uncertainty defined by recurrent elections, which in turn are characterised by ‘\textit{ex ante} uncertainty’, ‘\textit{ex post} irreversibility’, and repeatability. Together with a group of collaborators, he has used this definition to reassess a number of influential theories of democratisation and democratic stability. Others have favoured the somewhat more demanding ‘Dahlian’ definition, which also proves amenable to empirical measurement and analysis.

Even if many scholars favour thicker definitions, they would at least agree that these empirical measures are tapping into the core of democracy, and therefore they would find the corresponding empirical results relevant for comprehending the processes of democratisation. What is more, many would accept that the best way of investigating whether democracy, as such, has certain causal effects is by isolating its electoral core empirically. If we instead use thicker definitions, it becomes blurred as to what exactly it is about democracy that causes or follows from something else.

THE RULE OF LAW: GOING MINIMALIST

The rule of law research agenda is still awaiting its Schumpeter or its Dahl. I make no presumption of trying to fill this role. However, in the following, I will peruse existing writing on the rule of law and discuss whether we can identify a rule of law core equivalent to the electoral core of democracy identified by Schumpeter and elaborated by Dahl.
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Table 1.1 Principles of the rule of law of Fuller and Finnis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuller</th>
<th>Finnis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Generality of law</td>
<td>● Rules are prospective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Promulgation</td>
<td>● Rules are possible to comply with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● No retroactive laws</td>
<td>● Rules are promulgated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Clarity of laws</td>
<td>● Rules are clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● No contradictions in the laws</td>
<td>● Rules are coherent with one another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Laws do not require the impossible</td>
<td>● Rules are sufficiently stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Relative constancy of laws through time</td>
<td>● The making of decrees is limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Congruence between official action and declared rule</td>
<td>● Officials are responsible and accountable for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compliance with the rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Adapted from Møller and Skaaning (2014, 15).

As good a place as any to start is with Raz’s well-known assertion that the rule of law ‘is not to be confused with democracy, justice, equality (before the law or otherwise), human rights of any kinds or respect for persons or for the dignity of man’. This of course speaks in favour of a thin definition that isolates the core of the rule of law. What then does Raz mean by the rule of law? Basically, he construes it as a combination of what in Figure 1.1 is termed ‘formal legality’ and some aspects that pertain to what in Figure 1.1 is termed ‘checks and balances’. More particularly, Raz identifies the following principles of the rule of law:

● laws are prospective, open, and clear
● laws are relatively stable
● open, stable, clear, and general rules guide the making of laws
● independence of the judiciary must be guaranteed
● principles of natural justice must be observed
● courts have review powers over the implementation of the other principles
● courts are easily accessible
● the discretion of the crime-preventing agencies is not allowed to pervert the law.

These principles are not far from those listed in two other classical treatments; namely, those of Fuller and Finnis, respectively. As illustrated in Table 1.1 above, these largely concern ‘formal legality’.

Hayek, in his influential work on the rule of law emphasises these very attributes. Formal legality rests on the maxim that ‘ought implies can’. The notion of the rule of

46 See Møller and Skaaning, 2014, 15.
law is premised on the normative position that subjects ought to obey the law, but this, in turn, entails that it is possible for them to do so. The principles listed in Table 1.1 can be seen as a way of accomplishing this.

If we were to identify a core of the rule of law, the criteria pertaining to formal legality would clearly be the place to start. This approach to the rule of law would also fit well with the term, which does not in itself indicate that laws should have any particular substance; as Raz once observed, it is not called the ‘rule of good law’. The ‘formal legality’ criteria by definition presuppose an even thinner conception; namely, rule by law (power is exercised via law). Furthermore, as Bedner (in Chapter 2) shows, they also entail that state action is subject to law; otherwise ‘formal legality’ is by definition undermined. On top of this, the criteria describe the characteristics of laws, i.e., that they are general, public, prospective, certain, and consistently applied. Finally, most would argue that the properties general and consistently applied mean that formal legality include equality before and under the law.

Most scholars would probably be ready to accept that these characteristics make up necessary defining properties of the rule of law. This once again shows that even essentially contested concepts might not be contested if we only seek to identify their core. Waldron lends support to this point when observing that while there is considerable dispute over the institutional or political arrangements that the rule of law requires, there is a relative consensus over its basic juridical requirements – namely, the aforementioned criteria pertaining to formal legality. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 below where formal legality is a part of an inner uncontested core of the rule of law with a contested outer circle comprising the politico-institutional requirements of the rule of law. The point is that the vehement debates about the rule of law do not concern the conception of formal justice but the characteristics of the legal system that is to apply it and the political system that is to realise and guarantee it.

Considering that formal legality is the core attribute of the rule of law and that nearly everyone accepts it as a defining attribute, it is all the more paradoxical that there are
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virtually no large-N indices that measure it. In fact, only with The World Justice Project’s recently published ‘Rule of Law Index’ do we have a measure that covers formal legality.\footnote{See Møller and Skaanning, 2014, Ch. 1. The new Varieties of Democracy-project also includes one indicator that taps into aspects pertaining to formal legality.} The equivalent would be that the most influential democracy measures did not tap into the Schumpeterian core of electoral competition for power. This situation underscores that empirical research on the rule of law is still rather immature compared with the neighbouring literature on democratisation and democratic stability.

Besides capturing the core of what legal scholars mean by the rule of law, there are several additional advantages in focusing on formal legality. In doing so, the rule of law becomes something analytically separate from a series of neighbouring concepts, including state capacity, checks and balances, freedom rights, and democracy. In other words, it is possible to investigate empirically whether explanatory factors (say, the level of socio-economic modernisation or a Muslim majority) affect formal legality in different ways than they affect these neighbouring concepts. Furthermore, we are well placed to investigate causal interrelationships between, among other things, formal legality and democracy.

Finally, by isolating formal legality, we can probe whether the rule of law has consequences for economic growth or human development independently of, say, democracy or state capacity. This will arguably tell us more than an empirical analysis showing that the rule of law in a more general, and thus indistinct sense, has such corollaries. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Much therefore speaks in favour of a thin definition of the rule of law as formal legality – at least if the purpose is to do empirical research. However, there are some important objections. These turn upon the notion that the normative foundation of the rule of law is to avoid arbitrary exercise of power and hence to safeguard liberty. For instance, Benjamin Constant objected to Montesquieu’s argument that liberty is to be able to do what is legal\footnote{Montesquieu, 1989 (1748), 155, puts it as follows: ‘Liberty is the right to do everything the laws permit; and if one citizen could do what they forbid, he would no longer have liberty because the others would likewise have this same power.’} by pointing out that such ‘legal liberty’ matters little if the laws are despotic.\footnote{Tamanaha, 2004, 37.} Caldwell\footnote{Caldwell, B. (2004). Hayek’s Challenge. An Intellectual Biography. Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 347.} similarly notes that ‘the characteristics that Hayek required law to possess (e.g., that they should be abstract, universal, prospective, and consistently enforced) are, because they focus on the form rather than the substance of restrictions, not sufficient to guarantee that personal liberty is preserved’.

Here we can start by responding that formal legality actually places some important limitations on the exercise of power, hence tempering arbitrariness and favouring liberty. For instance, it does so by foreclosing the kind of retrospective laws that make the future consequences of one’s actions unpredictable and by making sure that subjects can reasonably know when they break the law (because it is made public). Even more important is the criteria that laws are general and consistently applied. These criteria serve to avoid the historically extremely frequent abuse of power so well captured by a famous statement.

55 See Møller and Skaanning, 2014, Ch. 1. The new Varieties of Democracy-project also includes one indicator that taps into aspects pertaining to formal legality.
56 Montesquieu, 1989 (1748), 155, puts it as follows: ‘Liberty is the right to do everything the laws permit; and if one citizen could do what they forbid, he would no longer have liberty because the others would likewise have this same power.’
57 Tamanaha, 2004, 37.
attributed to Peruvian President Oscar Benavides (1876–1945): ‘For my friends, anything. For my enemies, the law.’ As Bedner (in Chapter 2) describes, this was the reason E. P. Thompson could end up endorsing a legal system that, in his belief, was clearly skewed in the favour of elites. Simply because repression or even exploitation had to take legal forms in the English system that Thompson discussed, it inherently limited the exercise of power and hence exploitation.59

However, even if direct arbitrariness is avoided, the objection that formal legality does not guarantee liberty cannot simply be left at the wayside. Laws could still be repressive in a way that would make a mockery of the normative ideal of the rule of law, however conceived. Adapting Martin Krygier’s terms, while formal legality mitigates the arbitrariness that follows from unruley power, it does not mitigate the arbitrariness that follows from unlimited power.60 Furthermore, countries increasingly implement formal legality as a kind of façade, below which we find ineffective and/or repressive legal systems. This problem is avoided if we instead see the core of the rule of law as constitutionalism. Sartori defines this concept as follows:

[the constitutional solution adopts rule by legislators, but with two limitations: one concerning the method of law-making, which is checked by a severe iter legis; and one concerning the range of law making, which is restricted by a higher law and thereby prevented from tampering with fundamental rights affecting the liberty of the citizen.]

Reaching back to Figure 1.1, the concept of constitutionalism therefore includes the two attributes termed ‘checks and balances’ and ‘negative rights’. We can also frame this in terms of the supremacy of law, or in other words that law transcends politics.62 This would be an alternative rendering, based on the rule of law being something that explicitly constrains the exercise of power, not only in form but also in substance. Meanwhile, it would still make the rule of law analytically distinct from neighbouring concepts such as democracy and state capacity. In fact, as mentioned earlier, there would be some tension with democracy as constitutionalism qualifies and diminishes the sovereignty of the people.

A simple empirical example serves to illustrate the difference between the two conceptions of the rule of law. Singapore, which is an autocracy, would probably score high on formal legality (as the exercise of power is predictable) but much lower on constitutionalism (as power is not constrained).63 This example also drives home an important point, which follows from the attempt to distinguish between rule of law and neighbouring concepts: formal legality can co-exist with political systems that are illiberal, authoritarian, and/or undemocratic in nature.

60 Krygier, 2016, 203–4.
63 Krygier, 2016, 211. But see also Møller and Skaaning 2014, Ch. 7 who show that Singapore scores higher than expected on several rule of law components.
However, using constitutionalism as the key to understanding the concept of the rule of law is difficult for a particular reason: it is premised on isolating aspects of the broader institutional arrangements that guarantee the judicial principles pertaining to formal legality. As already pointed out, these institutional or even political requirements are much more contested in the literature, meaning that it will probably be much more difficult to get scholars to find a specific definition of constitutionalism that can gain acceptance as a core meaning of the rule of law.

The final possibility would be to abandon the notion that we can identify one specific core of the concept and simply recognize its multifaceted nature by disaggregating it in empirical research. This strategy entails interchangeably isolating the different attributes included in Figure 1.1 above—and possibly including ‘order’ (whether people obey the laws) as an additional attribute (see fn. 5 above). Empirically, this would entail identifying measures for formal legality, checks and balances, consent, negative rights, and positive rights (and, if one wishes, order). This would enable scholars to investigate whether these aspects of the overarching concept are affected in different ways by key explanatory factors and whether they affect each other. Likewise, it might be possible to identify sequences or syndromes by which countries progress in the direction of the rule of law or how they diverge from the same. That is, scholars will be in a favourable position to probe whether some attributes go together empirically and which are first affected if a country experiences a negative rule of law development.

This strategy has become more realistic as a number of rule of law indices have been published in the latest years. Furthermore, the Varieties of Democracy-project (V-Dem) has recently published hundreds of disaggregated indicators, many of which can be used to get at the attributes listed in Figure 1.1.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this chapter has been to couch an argument in favour of thin definitions of the rule of law within some more general considerations about the trade-offs between thick and thin concepts. This is probably the place to restate a caveat alluded to in the Introduction: the choice of definition is not something that can be settled in a final way when working with an essentially contested concept such as the rule of law. Rather, it depends on the purpose of the specific investigation (see also Bedner in Chapter 2).

The vantage point of this chapter has very much been one that focuses on the possibility to identify the causal drivers of the rule of law, its potential consequences, and the way different attributes of the overarching concept affect each other. This way of approaching the rule of law almost automatically gives a competitive edge to thin definitions that make the rule of law analytically distinct from neighbouring concepts and amenable to measurement. Most obviously, it speaks in favour of separating the rule of law from democracy and state capacity, two phenomena that might plausibly be corollaries to, or causes of, the rule of law. The advantages of this strategy can be demonstrated by glancing at the

64 See Møller and Skaaning, 2014, Ch. 3.
65 See Coppedge and Gerring et al., 2011.
neighbouring democratisation literature – or, more particularly, the way scholars working within this field have dealt with the definition of democracy. Recent research on democratisation, democratic stability, and the consequences of both has benefited hugely from the prior conceptual work of Schumpeter and Dahl. These seminal contributions have provided an anchor for later empirical work, even though democracy is also an essentially contested concept. They have done so by isolating the electoral core of democracy – a strategy that has enabled scholars to analyse causal relationships.

Is it possible to do something similar with the rule of law? In this chapter, I have argued that if we are to identify a clear core, formal legality would be it. This is clearly the best way to isolate the core of the rule of law and thus to investigate whether this core affects developments in a different way than neighbouring phenomena such as democracy. Not only is the concept of formal legality distinct from virtually everything else of interest to rule of law scholars, it also has the merits that (if the criteria pertaining to formal legality are in fact observed) it serves as a way of avoiding some of the arbitrariness that is clearly the antithesis to the rule of law, however understood. In fact, I went quite some way towards arguing that formal legality limits the exercise of power more than is often recognised. Finally, as it pertains to basic judicial requirements it is a relatively uncontested part of the otherwise essentially contested concept of the rule of law.

With that said, one might still object that formal legality can co-exist with very oppressive laws – something that is also often seen as inimical to the rule of law. Based on this, one might instead favour a (less thin) definition premised on constitutionalism, thereby entering the murky waters of the politico-institutional requirements of the rule of law. Finally, one might throw one’s arms in the air, give up the search for a particular core, and instead embrace disaggregation. A number of new datasets makes this a realistic approach. However, this approach is clearly less satisfying than one that succeeds in creating some consensus about the thin core of the rule of law while still recognising that the essentially contested nature of this concept means that there will never be an agreement about how far to go in thickening the concept.